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Hyslop, Larry G., M.A.Ed, May 1990 Education
The State of Educational Computing in Montana's High Schools 
and the Perceptions of the Educational Faculty of Montana 
Regarding It. (70 pp.)
Directors: Dr. Bill Patton, Dr. John Rogan
This thesis covers research regarding the use of 
microcomputers in the secondary school classrooms of 
Montana. A survey instrument was used to gauge the 
conditions of this use and the attitudes toward the use. A 
second part of the study gauged the understanding the 
Education Methods course professors had of these conditions.
A survey was sent to 80 high school teachers. The sample 
was stratified using the subject areas of business, English, 
math and science located in class A, B and C schools. A 
reworded version of the same survey asked 28 Education 
professors who teach secondary methods courses to predict 
the answers the teachers would give. The results were 
compared using a critical value of .05. Questions addressed 
were computer use, number of computers accessible, problems, 
benefits, importance, software, and training.
Findings indicated the professors considered the 
conditions these teachers work under to be worse than the 
teachers reported. The reason teachers did not make use of 
computers was due to perceived problems such as access to 
computers, software quality, and adequate training. The 
professors reported teachers did not use computers because 
of having inadequate numbers of computers with which to 
work, and because computers added more problems than they 
were worth.
Word processing software was used more frequently than 
other types of software. Each teacher had favorite software 
which tended to be unique. The computers were used most 
often for enrichment activities and word processing.
The methods course professors in the English subject area 
did not have a good understanding of how English teachers 
were using computers. Both the teachers and professors in 
the science subject area did not report extensive use for 
computers in the classroom.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Computer Use is a New Field
Issues
Because computers are a recent addition to the teacher's 
toolbox, their effective use in the classroom is still a new 
subject of study. A survey conducted by Montana's Office of 
Public Instruction reveals 3,270 computers were in Montana's 
schools during the school year 1983-1984. By 1986-1987, the 
last year the state wide survey was completed, this number 
had risen to 6,856. If the same rate of growth continued, 
the number of computers in Montana's schools during the 
1989-1990 could be over 10,000. In 1987, 100 percent of 
Montana's high schools had at least one computer.
This rapid rise of computer installation in Montana's 
schools also reveals a tremendous amount of money being 
spent. If one assumes a round figure of $1,000 per 
computer, over $6 million was spent as of 1987. This flow
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of county and state money validates the importance of asking 
questions regarding their effective use.
A rise in computer use has resulted in a need for more 
training to ensure the effective use of computers in the 
classroom. The University system of Montana has hired 
faculty and developed both programs and courses for this 
training. An example of the state-wide situation is Western 
Montana College, where all students are required to take an 
introductory computer course. There are currently 2 4 
catalog courses using computers as an integral part of the 
course. In the Technology division, all upper level courses 
have computer components.
Computer use has generated many questions in the few years 
computers have been available to schools. The recent nature 
of educational computing, the needs for resultant training, 
and the amount of money spent suggest the need for more 
research in the area of educational computing.
Issues already researched
The effectiveness of computers to teach subjects and 
concepts has been demonstrated. Studies (Roblyer 1988) have 
contrasted a computer approach with a traditional approach 
to a particular subject or concept. In most cases, the use 
of computers resulted in a better grasp of the material.
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Several states have conducted studies looking at the 
computer usage conditions at their locale (Lambrecht 1986). 
They have recorded the number of computers in their state 
classrooms, the types of courses using computers, and the 
amount of use they are receiving.
Research has been conducted looking at the attitudes of 
the teachers using these computers (Knupfer 1987). The 
guestions addressed include: What are the problems added? 
What are the benefits gained by using computers in their 
classroom? What are teachers' attitudes toward these new 
tools? Several of these studies are elaborated upon in the 
next chapter.
Remaining questions
Surveys conducted by states have reported on computer 
usage. They provide insight on computer use in their 
location. What is needed, however, is a survey of Montana's 
usage.
The World Almanac reports Montana to be 4 7 percent rural. 
Its population density is five people per square mile 
although it is the fourth largest state by area. Of the 
three states [see chapter 2] which have conducted usage 
studies, Minnesota comes the closest to Montana's 
conditions. Even then, Minnesota is 33 percent rural, with 
a population density of 51 people per square mile.
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Montana's rural setting is unique enough to make other 
states' research only marginally useful to the rural schools 
in Montana. The other states' research may possibly compare 
favorably to the conditions in Montana's AA schools, but not 
to Montana's rural schools.
Much of the research conducted by other states consists of 
surveys completed by school administration personnel. One 
principal from each of 28 school districts in Tennessee was 
asked to respond to a usage study (Lucas 1985). A study in 
Louisiana was conducted using a survey which was addressed 
to the school administration personnel, (Bureau of 
Management Information Systems, Louisiana Department of 
Education 1982) .
The questions need to be asked of the individual teachers 
in the classroom in order to understand the importance of 
computers in education. The classroom professionals best 
know the depth and breadth of computer usage.
Teachers' attitudes regarding educational computing are 
very important. These attitudes determine what to expect in 
future use and what is needed in future training. The 
University system can use this information to help plan for 
future training. Knowledge of classroom conditions and 
attitudes is important information to the people responsible 
for training Montana's teachers. To develop this basic 
knowledge, a survey needs to be sent to the faculty of 
Montana's Education schools. The content would probe their
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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understanding of the current conditions secondary teachers 
face in utilizing computers in their classroom.
Questions addressed in this study
The two main questions to ask the classroom teachers are:
A. What are the physical conditions of the computer use?
1. How many of the teachers make use of computers?
2. How many computers do they have access to?
B. What are their feelings toward computers in the 
classroom?
1. How important are computers to their teaching?
2. Do they receive benefits from computer use?
3. What problems have computers added to their teaching? 
To help address the need for comprehensive training,
questions need to be asked of the college professors 
preparing Montana's teachers. Do the professors understand 
the conditions confronting secondary teachers when using 
computers for instruction? Do the college professors 
understand the classroom teacher's feelings toward 
utilization of computers in the classroom? Can the 
professors predict the answers the classroom teachers will 
give when asked the same questions?
The answers to these questions can be utilized to 
determine the degree of understanding professors possess in 
relation to the secondary classroom conditions.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
study Population
The population of this study is limited to the secondary 
schools of rural Montana; the sample is limited to 80 
teachers in class A, B, and C schools. Class AA schools 
were excluded to keep an emphasis on rural schools. Western 
Montana College's mission is teacher training for the rural 
schools, and the author's interest lies in the smaller 
schools in Montana. Results obtained from this research can 
be generalized to all secondary schools in Montana, 
excluding only the relatively few AA schools.
Four subject areas were chosen because they have 
traditionally made the most use of computers. The subject 
areas are business, English, mathematics, and science.
The population of college professors are the 28 professors 
teaching secondary methods courses in Montana’s 
universities. The faculty are found at the eight higher 
education institutions which have secondary education degree 
programs.
Justification for the study
Few recent changes in the field of education can compare 
in magnitude to the advent of computers. Answers to the 
questions enumerated earlier are needed to prepare for the 
future of educational computing.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Results from this study may be utilized by teachers to 
better understand the impact of computers on their 
profession. The study will also present an overview of 
teachers' perceptions of computer use- This should be 
helpful in developing a better understanding of the impact 
on the schools of Montana.
Teachers entering the profession need to be prepared for 
the conditions they will find in their new profession. 
Education departments in Montana's university system may 
find these results useful in preparing teachers for the 
current conditions in the public schools.
School administrators of Montana need to prepare for the 
future financial demand by understanding how their teachers 
use computers and how their teachers feel about this usage.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Purpose of the Review
The literature review was completed as a preliminary 
search for the type of research conducted in this study.
The major areas of concern were:
1. Studies validating the effectiveness of computers to
improve classroom instruction.
2. Studies researching the current conditions of 
educational computing in the classroom. Has the
type of research proposed in this study been done
before?
3. Studies researching the understanding Education 
professors have of the computing conditions found in 
the public school classroom.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Parameters
Sources
The following databases were searched because of their wide 
scope of coverage regarding educational issues. All are 
excellent sources of the most recent information.
a. Dialog databases, computers subject area, 
microcomputer index database.
b. Dialog databases, education subject area, electronic 
directory of education database.
c. ERIC (Educational Research Information Clearing House)
d. H.w. Wilson's Educational Index
The version of Eric used was updated December, 1989, H. W, 
Wilson's Educational Index, January, 1990, and Dialog is 
automatically updated biweekly.
Kevwords
surveys lickert-scale questionnaires
high-schools school-surveys state-surveys
use-studies computer-assisted-instruction
computer-uses-in-education educational-technology 
microcomputers instructional-effectiveness
attitude-measures teacher-attitudes teacher-role
preservice-teacher-education higher-education
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Years accepted
Due to the rapid change of educational computer use, the 
years accepted were 1983-1989. The most recent studies were 
used when possible.
Number of studies found
The above parameters yielded 15 studies, which were 
reduced to eight useful studies based on the following 
reasons. Some were rejected because they were conducted 
before 1983. Some studies covered topics already found in 
more recent studies. Others were rejected because they did 
not answer the exact questions stated in the first paragraph 
of this chapter.
Criticism
Validation studies of the effectiveness of computers
Kulik, Bangert and Williams (1983) conducted a meta­
analysis of 51 studies looking at the effects of computer- 
based teaching. In 39 studies, computer based instruction 
produced better examination scores by .32 standard 
deviations, or from the 50th to the 63rd percentile.
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Computer use developed positive attitudes toward the 
subject matter and instruction in general. The effect size 
was .12 in 10 studies for subject matter, and .19 in 4 
studies for instruction. Attitudes toward computers were 
more positive, with an effect size of .61 using 4 studies.
Computer based teaching reduced the time needed to learn a 
concept. In one study, a 39 percent savings in time was 
equivalent to an effect size of .78, (Kulik, Bangert, 
Williams 1983).
Roblyer (1988) conducted a meta-analysis of 38 studies and 
44 dissertations looking at the effectiveness of computers 
in education. His results found computer use was most 
effective at the college level. The subject areas which 
received the most benefit were the sciences. There was no 
difference in the effectiveness between male and female 
students or between high and low achievers. Using computers 
in a class resulted in a better student attitude toward 
computer use, but it did not make the students like the 
school work any better.
The author used an effect size of .25 as a standard to 
arrive at the following significant results. The use of 
word processors did not directly improve the quality of 
writers, but it did make students like writing and want to 
write more. Reading, mathematics, and the cognitive skill 
areas were the most affected from computer use.
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The use of computers in "English as a Second Language" 
programs produced a negative effect on length of learning 
time. Roblyer (1989) did conclude that the effectiveness of 
computer use justified the cost of placing computers in the 
classrooms.
Both meta-analysis studies found positive effects from 
computer use in the classroom. The studies reported in the 
meta-analysis were conducted using experimental designs, 
which do not measure the teachers' perceptions of the 
effectiveness of computers in education.
State usage studies
A Louisiana study consisted of a survey addressed to the 
school administrators. The study concentrated on the 
physical conditions present in their schools. It found the 
mathematics classes, which included computer science, made 
the most use of computers. The Radio Shack TRS-80 was the 
computer brand most frequently purchased, followed by the 
Apple. The major need reported by Louisiana teachers was 
the need for more in-service training covering effective 
educational use. The second greatest need was to obtain 
more information on specific hardware and software to help 
in purchases, (Louisiana Department of Education 1982) .
In a Tennessee study, a survey was addressed to the 
principal of at least one high school in each of 28
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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districts. The principals rated teaching tools for their 
effectiveness. Computers were rated fourth behind an 
overhead projector, chalkboard, and text books. The TRS-8 0 
and Apple brands were the main name brands used. The 
classes using computers the most were mathematics, computer 
science and vocational education. The main uses of 
computers were for classroom instruction and enrichment.
The findings showed that school administrators seemed to be 
undecided as to whether or not computers improved the 
quality of teaching, (Lucas 1985).
A study conducted by Lambrecht (198 6) in the Minnesota 
schools looked directly at the attitudes of its business 
teachers. The Minnesota teachers enjoyed using computers. 
They were asked what problems were encountered when using 
computers. The lack of time necessary to learn the computer 
and to prepare and learn the software was a major problem. 
Other problems were the poor quality of commercial software 
and the need for more teacher training, specifically in- 
service training.
Few usage surveys have been accomplished covering specific 
localities. There are no indications these state studies 
reflect Montana's usage conditions. The rapid changes in 
educational computing may mean that studies conducted in 
1986 could be out of date.
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Studies looking at attitudes
Bitter (1985) conducted surveys of teachers enrolled in a 
computer literacy course at Arizona State University. The 
surveys were conducted using enrolles of this same course 
over three consecutive years. The findings indicate that 
the computer anxiety level of the students dropped each year 
throughout the three year period. Also, teachers were 
interested in learning more about computers. The students 
perceived computers as useful in many subjects other than 
mathematics. The teachers involved in the study thought 
students should take computer literacy as part of their 
public schooling, (Bitter 1985).
Knupfer (1987) sent surveys to all sixth grade teachers in 
Wisconsin's schools. When asked which students used 
computers the most, respondents said it was typically the 
student with his/her work completed, who is above average in 
school and knows how to operate the machine. Most of the 
reported usage was for enrichment. The average and remedial 
level students used computers mainly for drill and practice.
Wisconsin teachers felt computers have value in education, 
but disagreed on the specifics of why. Increasing 
motivation, increasing interest, and the development of 
needed computer skills were stated as reasons for using 
computers. Problems teachers indicated included not having 
enough computers or enough space in their classrooms to
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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house the computers, not having enough time to work with and 
develop computer usages, and not having enough training to 
allow for effective use of computers.
The attitudinal studies contain important questions. 
Needed, however, is a complete set of questions covering 
both conditions and attitudes gathered in Montana's rural 
schools.
Studies Containing Education Professors
A study was conducted looking at the characteristics of 
rural schools and the characteristics of the teachers who 
did well teaching handicapped students in that setting 
(Grippen, et al 1985). The study used a survey sent to 29 
rural administrators in upper New York and 3 0 professors at 
College of Saint Rose in Albany, New York.
The traits investigated were ones noted in the literature 
covering rural education: characteristics of rural life, 
school patterns, resources and teacher characteristics. The 
study also compared the responses of the college Education 
faculty with rural administrators and master teachers on a 
2 0 item attitude survey.
The results showed a difference in knowledge and attitude 
between the faculty and administrators on eight of the 
twenty items. The rural administrators were more aware of
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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the special characteristics needed in rural areas than were 
the college faculty who prepared the same teachers.
The results showed a difference in perception between 
teachers and the Education faculty is possible. Only if 
both groups understand the educational conditions can the 
teachers be trained effectively. Teacher training programs 
must be improved and based upon the needs of the rural 
schools, (Grippen, et al 1985).
Summary
Answers found
There is a great deal of evidence to support the 
effectiveness of computers in the classroom. In most cases, 
computers were effective regardless of the subject matter, 
student gender, or ability. Studies found the use of 
computers in courses provided better exam scores and reduced 
learning times. Computers helped develop positive attitudes 
in classes. The use of a word processor caused students to 
want to write more.
Some of the physical computing conditions present in areas 
of the country were reported. The most common computer 
brand names were the TRS-80 and Apple. The mathematics 
teacher used the schools's computers the most. Computers
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were used most often for enrichment. The problems listed 
the most often were the lack of time to work with computers 
and the lack of training. These results were useful in the 
geographic areas the results came from.
Computers are not destined to end up in the closet beside 
the teaching machines. The usage studies reported teachers 
found computers to be a useful tool. Their value in the 
hands of a well trained teacher has been proven again and 
again.
Questions left
The greatest need is to localize the questions asked. A 
complete set of questions covering conditions and attitudes 
need to be presented to the individual teachers who make use 
of the computers in Montana's schools. The questions should 
include the benefits, problems, and importance of computer 
use.
Questions need to be addressed to the Education faculty of 
the Montana University System. A device is needed to gauge 
the understanding of the faculty concerning the computing 
conditions for which students need to be trained. Do the 
professors know how the high school teachers in their 
subject area regard computer use?
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Chapter 3
Methodology
Survey Form
Survey purpose
Specific questions regarding computer use need to be 
addressed to teachers in Montana's secondary schools. The 
most efficient vehicle to reach a high number of teachers in 
a large geographical area such as Montana is a 
questionnaire. The same survey, reworded, would be an 
effective medium to reach the methods course instructors at 
Montana's higher education campuses.
Teachers survey
The teachers' form of the questionnaire asks the following 
questions :
Physical conditions present:
1. Numbers and types of computers available.
18
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2. The quality of software available in their subject 
area.
3. The amount of computer use per week:
by the teacher for personal productivity, 
by students for either study or class.
4. The number of classes where computers are an 
integral part of the curriculum.
Teacher attitudes toward computers in their classroom:
1. The benefits derived from computer use.
2. The problems encountered from computer use.
3. The importance placed on using computers in 
teaching.
4. The importance in specific areas of teaching: 
remedial work, enrichment, drill and practice, and 
word processing.
5. The quality of training the teacher has received on 
effective use of computers.
Professors survev
A professor version of the survey asked the same questions 
as the teachers version. The wording was modified to ask 
the professors to predict how high school teachers would 
answer the questions. Specifically, the questions were 
about the public school teachers currently teaching in the 
subject areas covered in the professors' methods courses.
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Comparison of answers on the two forms
The compiled results received from the classroom teachers 
and the professors were evaluated for similarities and 
differences. The two groups answers for each question were 
compared using a t-test to check for a significant 
difference in the means of the answers.
The results of this analysis provide a measure to indicate 
the degree of understanding the professors have of the 
conditions the classroom teachers work under. Any results 
which had significant differences between answers on the two 
forms were studied to see what they represented.
Sampling Technique
Teachers
1. The target population is the high school teachers in 
the rural public schools of Montana.
2. The four teaching areas are business, English, 
mathematics and science. These were chosen because of 
the traditional belief these subject areas make the 
most use of computers.
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3. A list of possible names and school addresses was 
obtained from the Office of Public Instruction. The 
list represented all class A, B and C teachers.
4. The sample size was arbitrarily set at 80 teachers, 
a large sample, yet small enough to be a workable 
number.
5. The sampling technique was a stratified sample.
a. The first layer in the sample was the number of 
teachers in each subject area. The number of 
teachers listed for each subject area was counted.
The count divided by the total number of teachers 
produced a percentage of the total list. This 
percentage multiplied by the sample size of 80 
produced a sample size for each subject area. This 
yielded:
business-13, English-26, mathematics-21, 
science-20 = 80.
b. The second layer was the representative number of 
teachers per school class size. A count was made 
from the list of teachers in each class size (A,B,C). 
Each count divided by the total number of teachers 
produced a percentage of the total list for that 
school class size. The percentage multiplied by the 
subject area samples listed above yielded:
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class size A B C Total for each
subject area
business 4 4 5 13
English 7 8 11 26
math 6 7 8 21
science 6 6 8 20
per class 23 25 32 80
Professors
1. The target population was the 28 education faculty 
who teach methods courses. There are 8 higher education 
institutions offering an education degree in secondary 
education. The actual count is 29, but this study excluded 
an advisor of the author.
Survey
A. Both forms of the survey ask the same 29 questions. 
The wording is changed: (example for English teachers
and professors)
8. The quality of commercial software available for 
your classes is: (5-Very good to 1-Very poor)
8. The quality of commercial software available for 
the secondary English teacher is:
(5-Very good to 1-Very poor)
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B. The breakdown of question types:
18 set up on a Lickert scale of 5 to 1.
4 open ended, fill in the blank questions.
7 check list questions.
C. Different routes through the survey were based on 
whether respondents answered question #1, "Do you use 
computers in your teaching?" as Yes or No. Those 
responding no, answered only the 'negative' questions 
on computer use. The rationale was if they do not use 
computers, their most valuable answers would be to the 
'negative' questions.
Mailings
A. An initial mailing and two follow up mailings were 
sent. Each mailing consisted of a survey, cover
letter, and stamped return envelope.
B. Privacy was insured by giving each name on the sample
list an identification number. The same number was 
placed on the outside of the return envelope. Upon 
return, the name was checked off before the envelope 
was opened. The envelope containing the identification 
number was thrown away. The survey was not associated 
with a name or location.
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Validity
Field testing of the professor form was accomplished using 
methods course professors from the mathematics (Western 
Montana College) and English (University of Montana) areas 
and an Education professor (Montana State University).
Field testing of the teacher form was accomplished using 
high school teachers in the areas of business, English and 
mathematics (Butte and Dillon).
The field test survey was accompanied by a sheet 
containing the question numbers to be used for comment. The 
returned results and recommendations were used to improve 
the final version of both versions of the survey. The 
resultant forms of the surveys form a valid medium for 
probing the questions the research is attempting to answer.
Reliability
Each of the basic questions listed earlier was asked at 
least twice using different approaches. Correlations were 
run on the questions within each group to check for 
reliability of the answers. The results are shown in the 
next chapter.
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Statistical Procedures
The results from both versions of the survey were entered 
into Lotus 123 and then transferred into SPSS for analysis.
A. The mean and variation were found for each question. N 
was based on the number of respondents to the 
particular question. When the absence of a response 
was significant, a mean was found using the total 
number of returns was used as N for that question.
B. T-tests were conducted for each question, between the 
two survey versions. The t-test looked for a 
significant difference between the teachers' and 
professors' answers based on a critical value of .05.
C. Numbers, means, variations and t-tests were completed 
on two teacher groups separated on how each respondent 
answered the first question 'yes' or 'no'. This looked 
for significant differences in the first 11 questions 
based on their computer use, or lack of. The 
professors' first question asked: Do your public school 
teachers in their subject area use computers in their 
teaching?
D. Each survey version was divided based upon the 
recorded subject area of the respondent. Means, Ns, 
and variations were found for each question. Anova 
tests were conducted for each question, using the 4 
subject areas as the independent variables. Tukey's
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post hoc test was conducted on each question showing a 
significant difference to determine which subject area 
was responsible for the difference. These tests looked 
for significant differences between answers based on 
the subject areas taught.
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CHAPTER 4
SURVEY RESULTS
Survey Returns
Table 1.-- Final survey returns
Returns / sample size 
Percentage returns
bus i ness English math sci ence total
Teachers 10 / 13 21 / 26 16 / 21 18 / 20 66 / 80
77% 85% 71% 95% 83%
Professors 5 / 5 5 / 8 7 / 8 5 / 7 22 / 28
100% 63% 88% 71% 79%
Survey questionnaires were sent to eighty teachers, and to 
twenty eight professors. Three mailings extended from 
September through November, 1989. Eighty three percent of 
the teachers' surveys were returned, while 79 percent of the 
professors' were returned.
27
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Correlations
Table 2.-- Pearson's correlation coefficients within question groups:
Teachers: Question #'s Corr. Coef.
Problem- number of computers 4-1, 8 .527
Quality of software available 4-2, 9 .303
Quality of training received 4-1, 11, 7 .535
Student access to computers 4-4, 5 .509
Teacher access to computers 4-5, 6 .379
Problems added to teaching 1, 10 .069
Importance of use to teaching 18, 19, 26 .590
Importance of remedial 20-1, 23 .000
Importance of drill and practice 20-3, 21-4, 22 .586
Importance to enrichment 20-2, 24 .691
Importance to wordprocessing 20-4, 25 .483
Amount of actual use 15, 16, 17 .406
professors:
Problem- number of computers 4-1, 8 .513
Quality of software available 4-2, 9 .336
Quality of training received 4-3, 7, 11 .198
Student access to computers 4-4, 5 .329
Teacher access to computers 4-5, 6 .249
Problems added to teaching 1, 10 .539
Importance of use to teaching 18, 19, 26 .425
Importance of remedial 19-1, 24 .579
Importance of drill and practice 19-3, 22-4, 23 .411
Importance to enrichment 19-2, 25 .453
Importance to wordprocessing 19-4, 26 .388
Amount of actual use 15, 16, 17 .467
Each of the basic questions listed in the beginning of 
chapter three was asked two or three times, using different 
wording. In this way, Pearson's correlation coefficients 
could be found between the questions within each of the 
twelve question groups. For groups containing three 
questions, the SPSS statistical program provided correlation 
matrices, which were then averaged. A level of 0.3 was set 
as an acceptable correlation coefficient.
In most groups, the correlations were high, showing the 
questions in the group did indeed ask the same question.
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The results from the two or three questions making up that 
particular group reinforced each other.
The question groups which had a low correlation were 
usually explainable by examining the actual questions asked, 
The questions proved to ask not quite the same question.
The results were still useful, but did not correlate highly 
with the other question in the group.
Comparing Teacher and Professor Versions
Table 3.-- Computer numbers and types
Questions N
Teacher ! 
Mean Var | N
Professor I 
Mean Var j T-test
1 Do you use computers in your teaching?
1-yes, 2-no 65 1.43 .249 22 1.37 .242 0.17
3 # computers have access to:
Apple Ile (or clone) 42 3.99 38.0 18 4.68 32.2 -0.4
Apple HGS 10 .615 7.65 9 1.09 5.33 -0.4
Mac 9 .354 1.33 6 2 1.40 -2.6 *
IBM (or clone) 17 1.39 14.5 12 1.77 8.37 -0.2
TRS-80 3 .308 3.69 5 .364 .623 0.0
Commodore 2 .154 1.04 3 .182 .251 0.0
other 4 .292 3.52 1 .045 .045 0.11
4-1 Not enough access to computers:
2-Problem, 0-no prob. 65 1.15 .726 22 1.73 .208 -3.0 *
8 Number of computers available:
5-Good, I-Poor 65 2.07 1.87 22 1.77 .470 0.98
17 # classes using computers:
7-all, O-none 37 3.38 4.08 13 3.08 1.08 0.50
* denotes a significant difference at a critical value of .05 *
Table 3 describes the number and type of computers to 
which teachers have access. It describes access to these 
computers and the number of classes using computers.
The majority of teachers, 56.9 percent, use computers in 
their classroom, while professors' usage is 63.6 percent. 
The two groups are very close in their responses.
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The Apple lie brand name is used the most, according to 
both groups. IBM (or IBM clone) is next, followed by the 
Apple IIGS. More Macintosh use is reported by the 
professors. The 'typical' teacher, as observed by the 
teachers, has access to 7.1 computers. The 'typical' 
teacher, as reported by the professors, has access to 10.1 
computers. Both groups state less than half of the classes 
use computers as an integral part of the instruction.
The professors observe a greater problem concerning access 
to computers. Both groups state the number of available 
computers is fairly poor.
Table 4.-- Computer usage
Teacher Professor
Questions N Mean Var 1 N Mean Var 1 T-test
4-4 Computers not easily accessible for students;
2-problem, 0-no prob. 65 .862 .684 22 1.36 .433 -2.5 *
4-5 Computers not easily accessible for teacher:
2-problem, 0-no prob. 65 .308 .373 22 .955 .331 -4.3 *
5 Amt. of time available for student use:
5-good, 1-poor 61 2.41 1.78 22 2.32 .608 0.29
6 Amt. of time available for teacher use:
5-good, 1-poor 64 2.91 2.12 22 2.23 .851 2.04*
15 Mrs./week teacher uses computers:
1 = 0 hrs., 9 = 2 1  hrs. 36 3.44 3.28 13 3.62 2.92 -0.3
16 Hrs./week students use computers:
1 = 0 hrs., 9 = 2 1  hrs. 37 2.32 1.00 12 3.17 2.88 -2.1 *
* denotes a significant difference at a critical value of .05 *
Table 4 reports on the accessibility to computers and the 
amount of use. The teachers report better access for both 
students and teachers as compared with the professors' 
responses.
Both groups state teachers use a computer about three to 
six hours a week, and students use one about one to four 
hours. Teachers report more computer time available for
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themselves than the professors perceive they have. The 
professors state that students use computers more hours in a 
week than what the teachers state. Teachers tend to observe 
better computing conditions in the schools than do the 
professors.
Table 5.-- Software, training and benefits
Questions N
T eacher 
Mean Var i » Professor j Mean Var j T-test
4-2 Not enough quality software: 
2-problem, 0-no prob. 65 .785 .734 22 1.04 .807 1.1
9 Software quality available: 
5-good, 1-poor 59 2.31 1.77 21 3.43 1.36 -3.4 *
4-3 Not been able to get training: 
2-problem, 0-no prob. 65 .738 .540 22 1.55 .260 -4.7 *
11 Have been adequately trained: 
5-agree, 1 not agree 65 2.48 1.82 22 2.18 .442 0.99
4-6 Computers and software are too complicated: 
2-problem, 0-no prob. 65 .231 .180 22 .318 .227 -0.8
4-7 Students are not trained: 
2-problem, 0-no prob. 65 .369 .424 22 .682 .513 -1.9
7 Quality of training received: 
5-good, I-poor 64 2.50 2.10 22 2.23 .660 0.82
10 Problems added out weigh benefits: 
5-agree, 1-do not 59 2.09 2.15 22 2.55 1.02 -1.3
19 Not been proven computers are beneficial: 
5-agree, 1-do not 37 2.19 1.55 13 2.46 1.27 -0.6
* denotes a significant difference at a critical value of .05
Table 5 considers three aspects of computer use in the 
schools: software, training and the benefits of computer 
use. Both groups report the amount of software available as 
a slight problem. The professors consider the quality of 
commercial software as better than do the teachers.
Both groups disagree with the statement that teachers have 
been adequately trained. Being able to get the training is 
less of a problem to the teachers. The professors observe
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more problem with the quality of software and with the 
access to training.
Neither group reports a problem in the complication of 
operating computers or in the previous training of students. 
Both groups disagree with the statements: 1. The problems 
added out weigh the benefits of computer use. 2. Computers 
have not been proven beneficial. The classroom teachers do 
find more disagreement than the professors in both cases.
Table 6.-- The importance placed in computers
Questions N
Teacher 
Mean Var i  « Professor Mean Var
1
1 T-test
18 How importance are computers? 
5-very, 1-not 37 2.97 1.64 13 3.00 .500 -0.0
26 Importance I place in computers: 
5-very, I-not 30 3.40 1.08 13 3.31 1.23 0.25
20-1 importance to remedial help: 
5-very, 1-not 36 3.00 2.11 13 3.39 .756 -0.9
23 Computers are important to help catch up: 
5-very, 1-not 27 2.85 1.52 12 2.67 .970 0.44
21-6 Help teach the upper and lower students: 
2-benefit, 0-no benefit 37 .568 .641 14 .714 .527 -0.5
20-2 Importance in providing enrichment: 
5-very, 1-not 36 3.61 2.19 13 3.53 .936 0.18
24 Importance in providing enrichment: 
5-very, 1-not 27 3.93 1.15 13 3.92 .744 0.02
20-3 Importance in drill and practice: 
5-very, 1-not 36 2.56 1.91 13 3.00 1.17 -1.0
22 Importance for drill and practice: 
5-very, 1-not 28 2.64 1.50 13 2.69 .897 -0.1
21-4 Works well for drill and practice: 
2-benefit, 0-no benefit 37 .459 .533 14 .929 .379 -2.1 *
20-4 Importance in using word processing: 
5-very, I-not 37 2.76 2.69 13 3.39 1.26 -1.2
25 Important for word processing needs: 
5-very, 1-not 30 3.80 1.89 13 4.31 .731 -1.2
* denotes a significant difference at a critical value of .05 *
Table 6 considers the importance placed in using computers 
in the classroom. This is both for general use and for 
specific uses. The importance of computers is placed as a 
three on a Lickert scale of 1-5 by both groups. The
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personal importance placed in computer use is placed 
slightly higher, above a three by both groups.
The importance for remedial help is close to the middle of 
the Lickert scale. Little benefit is reported in helping 
teach the upper and lower students. Using computers for 
enrichment is given a higher importance.
Both groups place the importance of use for drill and 
practice slightly below the middle of a 1-5 Lickert scale in 
two questions. The professors report significantly more 
benefit for drill and practice than the teachers, however.
The importance of computers for use in word processing is 
higher than a three on the Lickert scale. Of significance 
is the fact that the professors' means are at least slightly 
higher for both drill and practice and word processing than 
are the teachers'. The benefit for word processing is the 
only use agreed upon by both groups, having a higher than 
average (2.75 - 4.31) response for both.
Table 7.-- Miscellaneous results
Questions
Teacher 
N Mean Var
j Professor 
1 N Mean Var
1
1 T-test
21-1 Computers free me from tedious tasks: 
2-benefit, 0-no benefit 37 .919 .668 14 1.07 .687 -0.5
21-2 Offer students different experiences: 
2-benefit, 0-no benefit 37 1.11 .655 14 1.07 .841 0.15
21-3 Offers different teaching approaches: 
2-benefit, 0-no benefit 37 .649 .568 14 1.14 .440 -2.1 *
21-5 Students like the instant feedback: 
2-benefit, 0-no benefit 37 .838 .473 14 1.36 .555 -2.3 *
21-7 Computers help with administrative tasks: 
2-benefit, 0-no benefit 37 .946 .664 14 .786 .643 0.62
* denotes a significant difference at a critical value of .05 *
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Table 7 considers some miscellaneous results from the 
survey. Some benefit is observed for computers freeing 
teachers from tedious tasks, for offering students different 
experiences, and for helping with administrative tasks.
Professors report more benefit for allowing different 
teaching approaches and for the instant feedback available 
due to computers.
Written Results
The survey has four open ended questions. They cover; 1. 
problems observed, 2. benefits observed, 3. classes which 
use computers, and 4. software used. The data collected are 
the number of respondents who list each item and that item's 
percentage of the total list. The data are subdivided by 
subject area.
Table 8.-- Listed problems
Listed problems # Teachers N=65 I # Professors N=22
by subject area; bus Eng mth sci Tot 7. N 1 bus Eng mth sci Tot % N
Numbers of computers 5 9 11 9 34 52.3% 3 3 5 2 13 59.i:
Lack of quality software 2 5 7 9 23 35.4 4 0 3 3 10 45.5
Lack of funding 2 4 4 5 15 23.1 2 3 0 2 7 31.8
Lack of time 1 7 5 2 15 23.1 1 1 1 1 4 18.1
Lack of training 2 5 4 3 14 21.5 4 3 3 3 13 59.1
Access to school computers 2 8 2 2 14 21.5 1 0 0 4 5 22.7
Lack of space in classroom 1 0 1 2 4 6.2 0 0 0 0 0 0.0
Lack of student training 0 2 2 0 4 6.2 1 1 1 1 4 18.1
Problems with hardware 0 2 0 1 3 4.6 0 0 0 0 0 0.0
Fear of computers 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 1 1 1 0 3 13.6
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The four problems listed most often by both groups are 
numbers of computers, lack of software, lack of funding and 
lack of time. More professors list the lack of training as 
a problem than did the teachers. Professors also list the 
lack of student training more often. Clearly, they observe 
receiving training as more of a problem than did the 
teachers.
Three of the professors list fear of the computers as a 
problem, whereas none of the 65 teachers list that problem. 
The teachers list lack of space in the classroom and 
technical problems with the hardware, but none of the 
professors do.
Table 9.-- Listed benefits
Listed benefits 
by subject area:
#
bus
Teachers 
Eng mth sci Tot
N=65 j 
% N I
# Professors 
bus Eng mth sci Tot
N=22
% N
Generates interest 1 4 2 2 9 13.87. 2 2 0 0 4 18.2%
Develops Job skills 7 0 0 2 9 13.8 3 0 0 0 3 13.6
Alternate teaching technique 1 1 2 3 7 10.8 0 0 0 0 0 0.0
Improves readability 1 4 0 0 5 7.7 0 1 0 0 1 4.5
Helps making revision 0 5 0 0 5 7.7 1 1 0 0 0 0.0
Helps students write 0 5 0 0 5 7.7 0 1 0 0 1 4.5
Helps in keeping grades 0 2 1 1 4 6.2 1 0 0 1 2 9.1
Creates practical appli. 3 0 0 1 4 6.2 0 0 0 0 0 0.0
Creates visual demos. 1 0 2 0 3 4.6 0 0 2 0 2 9.1
Creates teaching material 1 2 0 0 3 4.6 0 1 0 0 1 4.5
Helps in creating graphs 0 0 2 1 3 4 .6 0 0 2 0 2 9.1
Motivates 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 2 0 1 0 3 13.6
Teaches problem solving 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0 2 1 3 13.6
Useful for drill & practice 0 0 2 0 2 3.1 0 0 2 0 2 9.1
The benefits listed most often by both groups are the 
benefits of generating interest and developing job skills, 
Seven teachers list the benefits of an alternate teaching 
technique, five list how computers help in revision, and
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four list that computers create practical applications. The 
professors do not list any of these.
Three professors list the benefits of how computers 
motivate and help teach problem solving, and none of the 
teachers do. The teachers report different problems and 
different benefits than do the professors. Both the science 
teachers and science professors list the least number of 
benefits.
Table 10.-- Classes using computer
Classes listed at
Teachers 
least twice
Professors T eachers Professors
business: (Total # listed)(8) (10) math: (Total # listed) (9) (11)
Accounting 5 5 Algebra I 3 3
Wordprocessing 2 4 geometry 2 4
Elec. office Practices 2 2 Algebra II 1 2
General Business 0 2 General math 0 2
Keyboarding 1 3 8th Math 1 2
English: (Total # listed)(11) (7) Science: (Total # listed) (3) (0)
Journalism 6 1
12th. Eng. 4 0
Compos it ion 3 1
7th. Eng. 2 0
8th. Eng. 2 0
9th. Eng. 2 0
10th. Eng. 2 0
Writing 2 1
Advanced Placement 2 0
Table 10 is compiled from the question "list any classes 
you teach where computers are an integral part of your 
teaching." The total number of listed classes is shown for 
each subject area. Only those classes listed at least twice 
by either group is shown by name.
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In business, the classes who use computers the most are 
the ones which reflect computer use in the business world. 
The two classes listed most often were accounting and word 
processing.
The English teachers list a large number of classes they 
teach which use computers. The professors who teach English 
methods courses list very few.
Algebra and geometry make up the most classes using 
computers in the math area. Science teachers only list 
three classes, and none were listed twice so they do not 
show up in the list. Science professors do not list any 
classes. Science teachers seem to use computers the least 
in the classroom, and the science professors reflect this.
Table 11.-- Useful software
Software listed at
Teachers 
least twice
Professors Teachers Profess
business (Total # listed) (16) (13) math (Total # listed) (19) (11)
Wordperfect 4 3 Superplot 3 0
AppLeworks 2 3 Calculus Toolkit 2 0
Accounting package 4 3 Green Globs 2 3
Office simulation 0 3 Geometric Supposer 1 4
Lotus 1 3 Logo 1 3
Keyboarding package 0 2
English (Total # listed) (18) (5) science: (Total # listed)(12) (5)
AppLeworks 4 1
Macpaint 3 0
Fredwri ter 2 0
Pagemaker 2 0
Macwri te 2 1
The question states "List (up to) five pieces of software, 
which your classes find the most useful." The total number
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of different software listed is shown for each subject area. 
Any piece of software picked at least twice by either group 
is shown by name.
A large amount of different software were listed (53), but 
very little were listed by more than one teacher. The math 
teachers list 19 software packages, yet only three were 
listed more than once. Everyone seemed to have their "pet" 
software they liked to use.
In business, it is no surprise to find the most used 
software is word processing and accounting packages. There 
is agreement on the type of business software since six 
pieces out of thirteen were listed by more than one 
professor. The teachers list four together out of sixteen.
Word processing software accounts for three of the five 
listed most often for the English teachers. The English 
professors list very little software.
Graphics software accounts for four out of five software 
packages in math. The teachers and professors differ in 
that most teachers (four) list Superplot, while most 
professors (four) choose the Geometric Supposer series.
Both groups like Green Globs, however.
The science teachers list twelve software packages, yet 
none were listed by more than one teacher. The science 
professors list only five software packages.
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Comparing Teachers Based on Computer Usage
The sample of teachers' returns is divided into two 
groups, based on whether they report they used computers in 
their classroom. The responses to questions 1 through 11 
are compared since those who do not use computers were only 
required to complete these questions.
Table 12.-- Numbers, types and access to computers
Teacher Yes (N=37) 1 No (N:=28) 1
Questions Mean Var 1 Mean Var 1 T-test
3 # computers have access to:
Apples lie (or clone) 4.30 35.66 3.57 42.25 0.47
Apple IIGS .108 .099 1.29 17.18 -1.7
Mac .243 .356 .500 2.63 -0.8
IBM (or clone) 1.38 10.41 1.39 20.40 -0.0
TRS-80 .135 .453 .536 8.04 -0.8
Commodore .216 1.73 .071 .143 0.56
other .054 .053 .607 8.10 -1.1
4-1 Not enough access to computers:
2-Problem, 0-no prob.
8 Number of computers available:
1.11 .655 1.21 .841 -0.4
5-Good, 1-Poor 2.47 1.57 1.50 1.78 3.00 *
4-4 Computers not easily accessible for students;
2-problem, 0-no prob. .676 .614 1.11 .692 -2.1 *
4-5 Computers not easily accessible for teacher:
2-problem, 0-no prob. .279 .437 .321 .300 -0.2
5 Amt. of time available for student use
5-good, 1-poor 2.84 1.36 1.75 1.76 3.51 *
6 Amt. of time available for teacher use
5-good, 1-poor 3.30 2.16 2.37 1.63 2.67 *
* denotes a significant difference at a critical value of .05 *
Table 12 considers the numbers and types of computers 
available and the access to these computers. The teachers 
who use computers report having an average of 6.4 4 computers 
available. The non-using teachers report having an average 
of 7.97. However, the teachers who use computers have a
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higher mean on question 8, which uses a Lickert scale to 
record the number of computers available as poor to good.
The users assume they have more computers available, but the 
actual number of computers entered in question 3 does not 
prove this. The number of computers available may not be 
the deciding factor as to whether or not a teacher uses 
computers in their classroom.
The non-user group reports student access as a greater 
problem, while the users report having more time available 
for both student and teacher use. The access to computers 
may be more important than the numbers present.
Table 13.-- Training, software and benefits
Teacher
Questions
Yes (N 
Mean
=37) I 
Var ]
No (N: 
Mean
=28) j
Var I T- test
4-2 Not enough quality software: 
2-problem, 0-no prob. .811 .658 .750 .861 0.28
9 Software quality available: 
5-good, 1-poor 2.67 1.26 1.74 2.11 2.91 *
4-3 Not been able to get training: 
2-problem, 0-no prob. .676 .503 .821 .597 -0.7
11 Have been adequately trained: 
5-agree, 1 not agree 2.81 1.55 2.04 1.89 2.36 *
4-6 Computers and software too complicated: 
2-problem, 0-no prob. .162 .140 .321 .226 -1.5
4-7 Students are not trained: 
2-problem, 0-no prob. .270 .314 .500 .556 -1.4
7 Quality of training received: 
5-good, 1-poor 2.95 1.83 1.89 1.87 3.11 *
10 Problems added out weigh benefits: 
5-agree, 1-do not 2.16 1.36 1.96 3.57 0.52
* denotes a significant difference at a critical value of .05 *
Table 13 considers the training, software and benefits 
issues of computer use. Neither group reports a problem in 
the amount of software, but the users perceive there is 
better quality software available.
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Neither group observes a problem with being able to get 
training. The users record higher means concerning adequate 
training and better quality training. The teachers who use 
computers find better educational computing conditions in 
the schools.
Little problem is observed by either group with the 
complication of computers or with the previous student 
training. Neither group agrees with the statement that the 
problems added out weigh the benefits.
Comparing Professors Based on Computer Usage
The professors are divided into two groups, based on 
whether they predict the teachers in their subject area used 
computers.
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Table 14.-- Numbers, types and access to computers
Professor Yes (N=37) ! No (N=28) I
Questions Mean Var 1 Mean Var 1 T-test
3 # computers have access to;
Apples He 5.79 34.80 2.75 25.36 1.22
Apple HGS 1.21 6.95 .875 2.98 0.32
Mac .357 .555 .875 2.98 -0.90
IBM 2.57 11.50 .375 .268 1.80
TRS-80 .500 ,885 .125 .125 1.07
Commodore .214 .335 .125 .125 0.39
Other 0.0 0.0 .125 .125 -1.30
4-1 Not enough access to computers:
2-Problem, 0-no prob. 1.57 .264 2.00 0.0 -2.30 *
8 Number of computers available:
5-Good, 1-Poor 1.86 .593 1.63 .268 0.74
4-4 Computers not easily accessible for students:
2-problem, 0-no prob. 1.29 .527 1.50 .286 -0.70
4-5 Computers not easily accessible for teacher:
2-problem, 0-no prob. .786 .181 1.25 .500 -1.90
5 Amt. of time available for student use:
5-good, 1-poor 2.64 .401 1.75 .500 3.04 *
6 Amt. of time available for teacher use:
5-good, 1-poor 2.57 .725 1.63 .554 2.60 *
denotes a significant difference at a critical value of .05 *
Table 14 considers the numbers and types of computers 
available, along with the amount of access to them. The 
professors who report their subject area teachers use 
computers, (the users group), report the typical teacher has 
access to 10.6 computers compared to the non-user 
professor's report of 5,28. The non-users report the number 
of computers available as being slightly less and access to 
them being a greater problem. The professors seem to 
perceive if their teachers do not use computers, it is 
because they are not there to use.
The users report the amount of computer time available for 
both teachers and students as being greater than that
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perceived by the non-user professors. The 'user' professors 
clearly observe better conditions in the schools.
Table 15.-- Training, software and benefits
Professor
Questions
Yes (N=37) ! 
Mean Var |
No (N: 
Mean
=28) ! 
Var 1 T-test
4-2 Not enough quality software: 
2-problem, 0-no prob. 1.07 .841 1.00 .857 0.17
9 Software quality available: 
5-good, 1-poor 3.08 1.58 4.00 .571 -1.80
4-3 Not been able to get training: 
2-problem, 0-no prob. 1.64 .247 1.38 .268 1.16
11 Have been adequately trained: 
5-agree, 1 not agree 2.14 .132 2.25 1.07 -0.30
4-6 Computers and software too complicated: 
2-problem, 0-no prob. .429 .264 .125 .125 1.47
4-7 Students are not trained: 
2-problem, 0-no prob. .714 .527 .625 .554 0.27
7 Quality of training received: 
5-good, 1-poor 2.43 .571 1.88 .696 1.58
10 Problems added out weigh benefits: 
5-agree, 1-do not 2.14 .901 3.25 .500 -2.80
* denotes a significant difference at a critical value of .05 *
Table 15 deals with training, software quality, and the 
benefits of using computers. There is little difference in 
the responses to software quality. Both groups report the 
quantity of good software as a problem. The non-users 
report the software quality as slightly better.
Both groups observe a slight problem in getting the 
training. They also view the quality of training as being 
slightly poor. Both groups slightly disagree with the 
statement that they have been adequately trained.
Neither group perceives a problem with computer 
complication or with the students' prior training. The non-
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user professors do agree more with the statement that the 
problems added out weigh the benefits.
Comparing Teachers Based on Subject Areas
The teacher sample is divided into four groups based on 
the subject area they teach. The percentage of teachers who 
use computers is found for each subject area. The 
percentages are:
business- 90% (9/10), English- 61% (13/21), 
math- 43% (7/16), science- 44% (8/18), total- 57% (37/65). 
The number of computers to which the 'typical' teacher has 
access is:
business- 6.5, English- 5.5, math- 11.9, science- 3.8.
Table 16.-- Question means separated by subject area
Question
# bus
Teachers 
Eng mth sci Tot bus
Professors 
Eng mth sci Tot
Range
1 Use computers? 1.1 1.4 1.6 1.6 1.4 1.0 1.7 1.3 1.5 1.4 1-2
3-1 Computer 2.8 4.9 5.1 2.4 4.0 8.6 3.5 4.7 1.5 4.7 -
3-2 Types 0.3 0.0 2.1 0.2 0.6 2.4 1.2 0.6 0.3 1.1 -
3-3 0.0 0.2 0.6 0.4 0.4 0.4 1.0 0.4 0.3 2.0 ■
3-4 2.8 0.5 2.4 0.7 1.4 5.0 0.8 1.0 0.5 1.8 ■
3-5 0.4 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.7 0.0 0.4 -
3-6 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.0 0.2 -
3-7 0.2 0.8 0.1 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 -
4-1 Problems 1.2 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.2 1.4 2.0 1.6 2.0 1.7 0-2
4-2 0.6 0.6 0.8 1.1 0.8 0.6 1.0 0.9 2.0 1.0 0-2
4-3 0.6 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.7 1.6 1.7 1.6 1.3 1.6 0-2
4-4 0.6 1.0 0.9 0.9 0.9 1.0 1.7 1.3 1.5 1.4 0-2
4-5 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.6 1.0 1.0 1.3 1.0 0-2
4-6 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.0 0.5 0.3 0-2
4-7 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.2 0.4 0.8 1.0 0.4 0.5 0.7 0-2
5 Student time 3.0 2.4 2.5 2.3 2.4 2.8 1.8 2.6 2.0 2.3 0-5
6 Teacher time 2.6 3.2 2.8 2.9 2.9 2.6 1.7 2.4 2.3 2.2 0-5
7 Training 3.1 2.3 2.6 2.4 2.5 2.8 1.7 2.1 2.5 2.2 0-5
8 Computer its 2.5 2.0 2.2 1.8 2.1 2.2 1.3 2.0 1.5 1.8 0-5
9 Soft, quality 3.0 1.9 2.6 1.9 2.3 3.0 3.4 4.0 3.0 3.4 0-5
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Table 16.--Continued
Question
# bus
Teachers 
Eng mth sci Tot bus
Professors 
Eng mth sci Tot
Range
10 Problems 1.8 1.6 2.2 2.9 2.1 2.0 2.8 2.7 2.5 2.6 0-5
11 Adeq. trained 2.9 2.3 2.8 2.2 2.5 2.4 2.2 2.0 2.3 2.2 0-5
15 Hrs/week tch 3.3 3.7 3.4 2.9 3.4 4.2 4.5 2.5 3.5 3.6 1-9
16 Hrs/week std 3.0 2.3 1.9 1.8 2.3 4.4 3.0 2.0 2.0 3.2 1-9
17 M classes 3.2 3.5 3.4 2.9 3.4 3.6 4.0 2.3 2.5 3.1 1-7
18 Importance 3.2 2.8 3.1 2.4 3.0 3.0 3.5 2.5 3.5 3.0 0-5
19 Not beneficial 1.9 1.9 1.7 3.0 2.2 1.0 3.5 2.5 3.5 2.5 0-5
20-1 Import rem 2.1 1.9 1.4 1.4 3.0 3.0 4.0 3.3 4.0 3.4 0-5
20-2 Import enr 3.3 1.9 1.9 1.5 3.6 3.6 3.0 3.8 3.5 3.5 0-5
20-3 Import d&p 2.1 1.5 1.2 1.1 2.6 3.4 3.5 2.8 3.5 3.0 0-5
20-4 Import wp 2.3 2.4 1.1 0.7 2.8 4.0 0.5 2.8 3.0 3.4 0-5
21-1 Benefits 0.7 0.7 0.4 0.4 0.9 1.0 0.5 0.4 1.0 1.1 0-2
21-2 1.6 0.6 0.5 0.2 1.1 1.6 0.3 0.4 0.5 1.1 0-2
21-3 0.5 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.6 1.0 0.5 0.7 0.8 1.1 0-2
21-4 0.7 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.5 1.0 0.3 0.6 0.5 0.9 0-2
21-5 1.0 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.8 1.6 0.7 0.7 0.5 1.4 0-2
21-6 0.9 0.1 0.4 0.2 0.6 1.0 0.5 0.0 0.5 0.7 0-2
21-7 0.7 0.7 0.4 0.3 1.0 0.6 0.3 0.3 1.0 0.8 0-2
22 Import d&p 3.4 2.1 2.7 2.1 2.6 2.0 1.0 2.8 3.5 2.7 0-5
23 Import rem 4.0 2.8 2.7 1.6 2.9 3.2 2.0 2.5 2.5 2.7 0-5
24 Import enr 4.3 3.9 4.3 2.7 3,9 2.5 3.0 2.8 2.5 3.9 0-5
25 Import wp 4.1 4.1 3.8 2.4 3.8 4.2 3.5 4.3 3.0 4.3 0-5
26 Importance 3.5 3.6 3.5 2.4 3.4 4.6 5.0 4.3 3.0 3.3 0-5
SPSS•s Anova tests were conducted to compare answers based 
on the subject area of the teacher. The independent 
variable is the subject area; the dependent variables are 
the responses to the questions. The Tukey post hoc test was 
administered to any question which showed a significant 
difference between any of the four subject areas. Only the 
questions containing significant differences are shown in 
Table 17.
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Table 17.-- Comparing teachers by subject areas
Q19 Not been proven computers are beneficial:
D.F. Sum Sq. Mn. Sq. F Ratio F. Prob.
Between 3 14.56 4.85 3.895 .017
Within 33 41.12 1.25
Total 36 55.68
Differences - science significantly higher than business, English and math.
020-4 Importance in using word processing:
D.F. Sum Sq. Mn. Sq. F Ratio F. Prob.
Between 3 29.18 9.73 4.747 .007
Within 33 67.63 2.05
Total 36 96.81
Differences - English significantly higher than science.
021-2 Offer students different experiences:
D.F. Sum Sq. Mn. Sq. F Ratio F. Prob.
Between 3 7.155 2.39 4.795 .007
Within 33 16.41 0.50
Total 36 23.57
Differences - business significantly higher than science.
23 Computers important to help catch up:
D.F. Sum Sq, Mn. Sq. F Ratio F. Prob.
Between 3 15.74 5.25 5.100 .007
Within 23 23.67 1.03
Total 26 39.41
Differences - business significantly higher than science.
More science teachers than the other teachers agree with 
the statement that computers have not been proven 
beneficial. English teachers report more benefit for word 
processing than do the science teachers. Business teachers 
report more benefit for providing different experiences than
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do the science teachers. Business teachers state more 
benefit for helping students catch up than do the science 
teachers.
The science teachers seem to be the group who perceive the 
least reason for using computers.
Comparing Professors Based on Subject Areas
The professors are divided into four groups based upon the 
methods courses they teach. The percentage of professors 
who predict the teachers in their subject area use computers 
is:
business= 100% (5/5), English= 33% (2/6), math- 71% (5/7), 
science- 50% (2/4), total- 64% (14/22).
The number of computers accessable to the professors' 
'typical' teacher is:
business- 16.6, English- 7.1, math- 7.8, science- 2.5.
The percentage of business teachers who use computers is 
the highest, while the percentage of English teachers is the 
lowest. The number of computers listed by the business 
professors is much higher than listed by the other groups. 
The science professors list the fewest number of computers.
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SPSS Anova tests were conducted to find significant 
differences based on the subject area. Only the questions 
containing significant differences are shown in Table 18.
Table 18.-- Comparing professors by subject areas
022-6 Help teach the upper and lower students:
D.F. Sum Squares Mean Squares F Ratio F Prob.
Between groups 3 4.3571 1.4524 5.8095 .0145
Within groups 10 2.5000 .2500
Total 13 6.8571
Differences - math significantly lower than business and English.
The only significant difference concerns computers helping 
to teach the upper and lower ability students. Math finds 
less benefit than the other three subject areas for these 
two groups of students.
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CHAPTER 5
DATA INTERPRETATION
General Conditions
More than half of the study’s high school teachers are 
using computers to some extent in their classrooms. Because 
teachers are using the computers more than the students are, 
part of this use probably is for personal productivity.
Less than half of the classes involve computers as an 
integral part of the teaching.
The teachers have the access to computers. The typical 
teacher has access to 7 computers. These are mainly Apple 
and IBM brand names.
Because of the availability of adequate software, each 
teacher in the study could have their own favorite software 
they like to use. The most widely used type of software was 
the word processing software. The main functions of 
computers in the classroom were to provide enrichment 
activities and word processing.
49
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The main problems confronted in the classroom are the low 
numbers of computers available and lack of access to these
computers. The next problems in importance are the; lack of
quality software, lack of funding, and lack of time to 
develop programs involving computers.
Significant is the lack of concern that computer use adds 
more problems than benefits. Computers are regarded as 
beneficial. The technical complication of the hardware and 
the lack of student training are not problems.
Leading benefits include the development of job skills, 
along with promoting interest in the classroom. These
benefits reflect the practical side to computer use. The
importance teachers place in computer use is ambivalent.
The teachers' reporting less benefits for both drill and 
practice and for problem solving may mean other purposes are 
being found for computer users. The drill and practice and 
the problem solving software are some of the first types 
developed, and may have been superseded by other types.
Results show the importance of a computer for the personal 
productivity of the teachers. Benefits teachers include in 
their responses are production of visual demos, production 
of teaching materials, and assistance in keeping grades. 
Teachers list more time available for their use than the 
students do and state they use computers more hours per week 
than do the students.
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Compared with literature
The hardware have changed since the studies described in 
the literature. The Apple brand continues to be the most 
frequently used computer in the schools. The MS-DOS (IBM) 
type computer has emerged as the second most common brand 
name. The problems are remarkably the same, however. 
Teachers continue to have problems getting access to enough 
computers, finding software, and receiving the needed 
training. The studies in the literature review report the 
same problems as are found in the study.
Computers are still used widely for providing enrichment 
activities. The use of word processing software is new and 
did not show up widely in the earlier literature.
Professors Understanding of Conditions
Overall, the professors understand the working conditions 
of the high school teachers of Montana. Some differences in 
perception are revealed, but there is only a 7 percent 
difference between the teachers and professors estimating 
the number of teachers using computers.
The professors perceive the computing conditions are worse 
than what the teachers observed. According to the 
professors results, teachers had greater problems with 
access in four of the survey's questions. They report
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problems with the amount of time teachers have computers 
available and with the number of hours students use 
computers. Even more significant, professors report 
receiving the training as a greater problem, along with the 
lack of training for both teachers and students.
Could the conditions be improving for computer use in the 
high school classrooms through the last few years? If so, 
could these results be showing that the college professors 
are not aware of the improvements?
They report the teachers' fear of the computers as a 
problem. This may be an outmoded idea. If at one time it
was, there has been time to adjust.
It seems unusual that the professors report more problems 
with receiving quality training than the teachers do. These 
same professors are part of the structure which is providing 
the training. If the methods course professors perceive 
problems using computers in the classroom, how does it 
affect the training the future teachers receive? Will there 
be a tendency to downplay the computer training in their 
methods courses or will it compel them to emphasize the 
computer training for the new teachers? If they assume the
conditions are not present, will they spend time on the
training?
One area where professors differ from the teachers is on 
benefits and problems which are more of a practical nature. 
The teachers observed problems such as the lack of classroom 
space for the added machines and the technical problems
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which often arise. Their observations of the benefits, such 
as providing alternate teaching techniques, providing 
practical applications, and providing help in writing 
revisions, may stem from more day-to-day awareness of 
computers in the classroom than the professors have.
The professors list benefits of how computers motivate 
students. The teachers may not observe this taking place in 
the classroom. The professors list the benefit of using 
computers to teacher problem solving, and the teachers may 
not use problem solving techniques in their curriculum.
Why Do Some Teachers Use Computers?
The percentage of teachers who do not use computers in 
their teaching is 4 3.1 percent. Useful questions to ask 
are: What seems to determine the use? Why do some teachers 
use them, while others do not?
The most often cited problem is the numbers of computers 
available for use in the schools. The teachers who use 
computers report the number of available computers as being 
better than the non-user, using the Lickert scale in 
question eight. The "typical" teacher reported by the non­
user has more computers at their disposal according to the 
filled-in numbers in question three. If one disregards the 
perception of having more available, the actual numbers 
available does not seem to be a reason to use computers.
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There is a definite difference, however, in questions 
concerning other aspects of computer use. The non-users 
report greater problems with access and with the quality of 
the software available. The non-users report problems with 
training in the results of two questions. They report 
problems with receiving the training and with the quality of 
the training. The access to the computers and to the 
training may be the important blocks to computer use.
Are the circumstances the individual teachers face in 
accessing computers and accessing training the reasons some 
teachers do not use computers? For a teacher in a rural 
town of Montana, access to training may well be the limiting 
factor. The physical layout of the school or the perceived 
"ownership" of the computers may deny access to the 
available computers.
Another possible answer as to why some teachers do not use 
computers may be to switch the question with the answer. Do 
their answers explain why they do not use computers, or does 
their non-use produce the negative answers provided? There 
probably are teachers in Montana who have surpassed these 
same problems and do use computers. The question may have 
to do more with interest and motivation than with the actual 
conditions.
From the answers given by the professors, the reasons 
teachers do not use computers are because they do not have 
the computers to work with, nor the time available to use 
them. In terms of the quality of the software available,
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the non-users report finding better quality. According to 
the professors, the reason for non-using teachers is the 
poor conditions in the schools. This is a different 
perception from the teachers' view.
Also, there is a significant difference by the non-users 
reporting that the added problems outweigh the benefits. 
According to the professors' results, teachers who do not 
use computers do not see any advantages to using computers. 
This is a different answer from the one found in the 
teachers' data. Could these answers from the professors 
echo the sentiments of the professors themselves?
Subject Areas
The software used most often by each subject area reveals 
the usefulness of certain software types. The business 
classes use accounting software and word processing 
software, mirroring the job training needs for the business 
world.
The word processor may be the most useful software for 
anyone, and its use in English classes shows the special 
usefulness there. The ability of a computer to draw and 
explain function graphs and geometric figures shows the 
usefulness of Green Blobs and the Geometric Supposer series.
The mathematics teachers report they have the most 
computer numbers available. Some teachers may perceive that
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the school's computers are basically for the mathematics 
classes. The better access for mathematics teachers may 
come from the fact that mathematics teachers are usually the 
first teachers to use computers. The percentage of business 
teachers using computers is more than double the percentage 
of mathematics teachers. Yet the business teachers report 
fewer computers to work with.
The business professors predict 100 percent of the 
business teachers use computers, which is the highest 
prediction. In each case, the teachers and professors in 
English, mathematics and science agree fairly closely on the 
number of computers available. The number of computers 
predicted by the business professors, however, is over 10 
computers higher than the number the business teachers 
report (professors=16.6, teachers=6.5). This misconception 
regarding how many computers the business teachers have to 
work with ought to have bearing on the training of new 
business teachers.
Business subject area
Clear agreement and understanding between the business 
teachers and professors exist. The future business workers 
need to know accounting and word processing software, along 
with the other business software such as spreadsheets and 
data bases.
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Mathematics subject area
Both teachers and professors liked Green Globs, but the 
teachers named Superplot most often, while the professors 
named the Geometric Supposer Series. Why does a difference 
between the two groups in preference regarding the type of 
graphing software exist?
Maybe the answer is a difference in the software programs. 
Superplot is used as a tutorial, one student on one 
computer. The Geometric Supposer software series is 
basically discovery software. An instructor would need more 
copies and computers to use the Geometric Supposer series in 
a class, as the instructor leads the students through the 
discovery of geometric principles. The professors may be 
using the Supposer Series in classroom settings which have 
more computers available than do the high school mathematics 
teachers.
English subject area
Three benefits which directly apply to the English 
teachers are listed by the teachers. These benefits are 
improving readability, helping with revision, and helping 
students write. The English subject area receives definite 
value from computer use.
There is an important difference in the results from the 
English teachers and professors. This major difference
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becomes apparent when analyzing the listed classes which use 
computers, the listed problems, the listed benefits, and the 
software used. The teachers correspond closely with the 
results from the other subject areas. The English 
professors, however, list very few classes using computers 
or software commonly used. English area professors list 
only two benefits received from computer use, compared with 
several listed by the teachers, and the professors list the 
fewest problems of any group. The English professors 
predict only 33 percent of the English teachers use 
computers, compared to the English teachers' report of 61 
percent. The English professors have the lowest percentage 
of survey returns, though the survey was returned by 63 
percent of the English professors.
A strong conclusion is that the English professors have a 
lack of knowledge toward what is happening in the English 
classrooms. They do not seem to be aware of the extent to 
which English teachers are using computers. The English 
teachers may not have received their computer training from 
the English methods professors.
The question remains: Why do English methods course 
professors possess so little knowledge about computer usage 
in the classroom? This study provides no answer.
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Science subject area
The science teachers and professors are in agreement.
Three science classes are listed as using computers. No 
science software is listed more than once. Few benefits are 
listed, and the typical science teacher report access to 3.8 
computers. The science area professors report access to 2.5 
computers.
Science teachers' statements include computers have not 
been proven beneficial, do not help students catch up, are 
not beneficial for word processing, and do not provide for 
different experiences.
The results from the science teachers and professors show 
very little regard for computer use in the science 
classroom, and the question is why. Science software may be 
behind the development of software in the other subject 
areas. Science teachers may not have access to computers in 
the school settings. More likely, they may not have been 
exposed to the possibilities or observed teaching models of 
computer use in college science classes.
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Recommandâtions
Teachers
Computers are a permanent teaching force in the classroom. 
Teachers observe their use as tools to help teach their 
subjects. Students can and do use them for a variety of 
school tasks. The use of this powerful teaching tool should 
be investigated by all teachers in Montana. Each teacher 
may find a classroom application where computers can help.
Montana teachers have been able to get the training they 
need to put these tools to good use. Quality software for 
the different subject areas are available. The schools have 
computers with which to work, and the access can be made 
available for teachers in all subject areas. Individual 
teachers need to get past the barriers, and investigate 
benefits computers can provide. Teachers who see the need 
for training in educational computing need to search out 
this training. If it is not available, they need to press 
the University System as to why it is not available in their 
area.
It is important for the teachers in each school to 
acknowledge the usefulness of computers in all subject 
areas. Computer use has matured to the point that there are 
no particular subject areas which have a monopoly on using 
the available computers. The computers should be owned by
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all teachers and all efforts should be made to provide equal 
access to classes in all subject areas.
This study has shown there are appropriate and useful 
software for each subject area. Teachers need to find out 
what their peers are finding useful and determine if the 
same software would prove useful for their own needs.
Everyone agrees with the problem of not having enough 
computers. In addressing this problem, it must be 
remembered the teacher is the center of the classroom, and 
the center of the learning process. As the professional 
educator, the teacher needs the tools to do the most 
effective job.
If there is one computer available for a classroom, the 
most impact can be achieved by placing the one computer on 
the teachers desk. Let the teacher have the access for 
personal productivity work first of all. It will not take 
quality educators long before they will begin seeing uses 
for it in their teaching, and will be using it with the 
students. The professional teacher can get a tremendous 
amount of use from a well equipped computer; one with a 
quality printer and modem. Indispensable to this computer 
is an overhead projection panel for demonstrations.
If more than one computer is available, portability is the 
key. The technology should be able to fit the teachers 
needs for the moment, rather than the teacher having to 
conform to the technology.
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In the cases where several computers are available in a 
lab, networking can be used to address several problems 
listed in this study. The lack of access to school 
computers and the lack of classroom space is aided by having 
a lab. The problem of access to quality software can be 
helped by buying network licenses to choice software so 
multiple students have access to it. Networking computers 
also cuts down on disk wear, disk theft, access to printers 
and startup time for a class to begin work on a piece of 
software.
Professors
Teachers of all subject areas are making use of computers 
as teaching tools. The benefits these high school teachers 
are finding from computer use also apply to the university 
professors. The professors of Montana's University System 
need to investigate the usefulness of computers in their own 
classrooms. The same holds true for the professional 
educator in the college classroom as for the teacher in the 
public school. The professors should have the best access 
to the limited number of computers for their personal 
productivity. This could induce them to see the computer's 
usefulness and increase the use of computers in their 
classroom.
Training has to be made available in order for teachers to 
gain the experience needed to make the best use of these
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computers. The best way to provide this training is to 
provide teaching models of computer use in the college 
classrooms. Future teachers who use computers in their 
college education classes will know how to use computers in 
their own classrooms. Colleges cannot expect to prepare 
teachers for future computer use if the professors doing the 
training do not make use of computers in their own teaching.
The Education professors have to make the effort to find 
out how the secondary teachers of Montana are making use of 
computers. Professors, by their very mission, need to be a 
guiding force in helping teachers gain the most from 
technology. By knowing the extent the current teachers use 
computers and the extent to which the future teachers will 
use them, the training requirements in educational computing 
can be set.
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Would you like to receive the results of this survey? YES
1. Do you use computers in your teaching?
  ( please answer all questions.)
"o ____  ( please answer only #1 through #11.)
2. List the three most significant problems found in using computers in the business classroom.
a.
b.
c.
How many computers do you have adequate access to? 
Place numbers beside the machine types.
Apple IIe,+: 
Apple I ICS: 
Macintosh: 
IBM or compatible: 
TRS-80: 
Commodore: 
Other (please name):
4. Which problems have you encountered in your business classroom?
Use / / t o  mark the very significant problems you have encountered.
Use / to mark problems you have encountered.
Leave blank those you have not encountered.
  I do not have access to enough computers to work with.
  There is not enough quality software available for business.
  I have not been able to receive the training I need to use computers effectively in business.
  The computers at the school are not easily available for my students to use.
  The computers at the school are not easily available for my own use.
  The computers and software available are too complicated for easy use.
  The students are not trained well enough on computers to allow their use in my business classes.
  (Other) ______________________________________
5. The amount of time available to my students for using computers at my 
school is:
Very Very Not
Good Poor Applicable
5 4 3 2 1 0
( OVER )
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Very Very Mot
Good Poor Applicable
5 4 3 2 1 0
7. The quality of training I have received on the effective use of 
computers in business has been:
Very Very Not
Good Poor Applicable
5 4 3 2 1 0
8. The number of computers available for use in my business classes is:
Very Very Not
Good Poor Applicable
5 4 3 2 1 0
9. The quality of commercial software available for business is:
Very Very Not
Good Poor Applicable
5 4 3 2 1 0
10. I have found the problems which computers add to my business teaching 
far outweigh the benefits.
strongly Strongly Not
Agree Disagree Applicable
5 4 3 2 1 0
11. I feel I have been adequately trained to use computers effectively in 
my business classroom.
strongly Strongly Not
Agree Disagree Applicable
5 4 3 2 1 0
<<<< If you answered NO to question #1 (you do not use computers) >>>> 
<<<< STOP HERE and return the survey. >>>>
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12. What do you feel are the three greatest benefits you receive from 
using computers in your business classroom.
a.
b.
c.
13. List (up to) five pieces of software, your classes find the most 
useful.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
14. List any business classes you teach where computers are an integral 
part of your teaching.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g-
h.
15. How many hours a week do you use a computer to help with your 
professional duties outside of actual teaching?
Please mark the appropriate nunber of hours.
0 ___ 7-8__
1-2 ___ 9-10 __
3-4 ___ 11-14 __
5-6 __ 15-20 __
21- __
( OVER )
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16. How many hours a week do your students use a computer for 
their business work, (in or out of class)?
Please mark the appropriate nuitier of hours.
0 __ 7-8
1-2 ___ 9-10
3-4 ___ 11-14
5-6___ 15-20
21-
17. How many of your business classes you teach use computers as an 
integral part of the learning?
Please mark the appropriate description.
None ____ Half ___  Over half ___
Very few ____ Most ___
Less than half ____ All ___
18, How important are computers to your teaching effectiveness? 
Circle the best response.
Very
Important
5 4 3 2
Not Not 
Important Applicable 
1 0
19. It has not been proven to me 
teaching business.
that computers are beneficial to
strongly strongly Not
Agree D i sagree Appli cable
5 4 3 2 1 0
20. Rate the importance of computers for helping in each of these 
teaching areas. Circle the best response for each area.
Remedial help for students in their business learning:
Very
Important 
5 4 3 2
Not Not 
Important Applicable 
1 0
enrichment activities for the better students:
Very
Important 
5 4 3 2
Not Not 
Important Applicable 
1 0
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Handling day to day drill and practice in business:
Very Not Hot
Inportant Important Applicable
5 4 3 2 1 0
Helping students prepare homework using word
Very Not Not
Important Important Applicable
5 4 3 2 1 0
21. Which benefits have you found in your business classroom?
Use / / to mark very significant benefits you have foixxi.
Use / to mark benefits you have found.
Leave blank those you have not found.
  Computers have freed me from some time consuning, tedious tasks.
  Computers have allowed my students to experience business processes they could not have otherwise.
   Computers have helped me get across business ideas by using different approaches.
  The computer's endless patience works well for drill and practice in business.
  My students like the computer's instant feedback.
  Computers help me teach business to the ends of the class spectrum, the faster and slower students.
  The computer helps me with my day to day classroom administration duties.
  (Other) ________________________________________________
( OVER )
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22. Computer use is important for business drill and practice in theclassroom.
strongly strongly Not
Agree Disagree Applicable
5 4 3 2 1 0
23. Computer use is important for helping students catch up in business.
strongly Strongly Hot
Agree Disagree Applicable
5 4 3 2 1 0
24. Computer use is important for providing enrichment activities for the
better business student.
strongly strongly Hot
Agree Disagree Applicable
5 4 3 2 1 0
25. Computer use is important for students' word processing needs.
strongly strongly Not
Agree Disagree Applicable
5 4 5 2 1 0
26. The importance I place in using computers in my classes is:
Very Hot Not
Important Important Applicable
5 4 3 2 1 0
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Please predict how the typical English teacher in Montana's secondary 
public schools would answer the following.
1. Do the typical English teachers in Montana secondary public schools 
use computers in their teaching?
  { please answer alt questions.)
N o  _____ C please answer only #1 through #11.)
2. List the three most significant problems you feel these English 
teachers have found in using computers in the English classroom.
b.
c.
Predict the number of computers the typical English teacher has 
adequate access to.
Place numbers beside the machine types.
Apple IIe.+: ______
Apple IIGS: ______
Macintosh: ______
IBM or compatible: ______
TRS-80: ______
Commodore: ______
Other (please name): ______  ___________________________
4. Which problems have the typical English teachers encountered in their 
English classroom? Rank the following:
Use / / t o  mark the very significant problems English teachers have encountered.
Use / to mark the problems English teachers have encountered.
Leave blank those you feel English teachers have not personally encountered.
  They do not have access to enough computers to work with.
  There is not enough quality software available for English.
They have not been able to receive the training they need to use computers effectively in English.
  The computers at their school are not easily available for students to use.
The computers at their school are not easily available for the teachers' own use.
The computers and software available are too complicated for easy use.
The students are not trained well enough on computers to allow their use in the English classes. 
(Other)__________ _ ________________ _ ___________________
{ OVER )
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5. The amount of time the typical high school students have available for 
using computers at their school is:
Very very Hot
Good Poor Applicable
5 4 3 2 1 0
5. The amount of time the English teachers are able to spend using a 
computer at their school is:
Very Very Not
Good Poor Applicable
5 4 5 2 1 0
7. Predict what English teachers would say about the quality of their 
training on the effective use of computers in English:
Very Very Not
Good Poor Applicable
5 4 3 2 1 0
8. The typical English teachers would say the number of computers
available for their use in the English classes is:
Very Very Not
Good Poor Applicable
5 4 3 2 1 0
9. The quality of commercial software available for the secondary English 
teacher is:
Very Very Not
Good Poor Applicable
5 4 3 2 1 0
10. Most secondary English teachers would say:
The problems which computers add to their teaching far outweigh the 
benefits.
strongly Strongly Not
Agree Disagree Applicable
5 4 3 2 1 0
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11. English teachers feel they have been adequately trained to use 
computers effectively in their classroom.
strongly Strongly Not
Agree Disagree Applicable5 4 3 2 1 0
<<<< If you answered NO to question #1 >>>>
<<<< (the typical English teacher does not use computers) >>>> 
<<<< STOP HERE and return the survey. >>>>
12. List the three greatest benefits English teachers would say they 
have received from using computers in their English classroom.
3.
13. List (up to) five pieces of software, which most English teachers 
find useful.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
14. List any English classes where the typical English teacher uses 
computers as an integral part of teaching.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f. 
g- 
h.
{ OVER )
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15. How many hours a week do the typical English teachers use a computer 
o elp with their professional duties outside of actual teaching?
Please mark the appropriate nunter of hours.
0 ___ 7-8
1-2 __ 9-10
3-4 ___ 11-14
5-6___ 15-20
21-
Predict how many hours afor their English work,
Please mark the appropriate nui
0 __ 7-8
1-2 _ 9-10
3-4 __ 11-14
5-6 „ 15-20
21-
17. How many of the typical English classes use computers as an integral 
part of the learning?
Please mark the appropriate description.
None ____ Half ____ Over half
Very few   Most
Less than half All
18. The importance typical English teachers place in using computers 
for their classes is:
Very Not Not
Important Important Applicable
5 4 3 2 1 0
19. Rate the importance English teachers would give computers for helping 
in each of these teaching areas.
Remedial help for students in their English learning:
Very Not Not
Important Important Applicable
5 4 3 2 1 0
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Providing enrichment activities for the better students:
2 0 ,
Very
Important
5 4 3
Hot Not 
Important Applicable 
2 1 0
Handling day to day drill and practice in English:
Very
Important
5 4 3
Not Not 
Important Applicable 
2 1 0
Helping students prepare homework using word processing:
Very
Important
5 4 3
Not Not 
Important Applicable 
2 1 0
These English teachers would 
their teaching effectiveness 
Circle the best response.
rate the importance of computers ■ 
as :
Very
Important
5 4 3
Not Hot 
Important Applicable 
2 1 0
These English teachers would say:
It has not been proven to most English teachers that computers 
beneficial to the teaching of English.
strongly
Agree
5 4 3
Strongly Not 
Disagree Applicable 
2 1 0
22. Which benefits have English teachers found in their classroom?
Use / / t o  mark the very significant benefits.
Use / to mark benefits English teachers have found.
Leave blank those you feel English teachers have not found personally.
  Computers have freed them from some time consuning, tedious tasks.
Computers have allowed their students to experience English processes they could not have otherwise.
Computers have helped English teachers get across ideas by using different approaches.
The computer's endless patience works well for drill and practice in English.
Their students like the computer's instant feedback.
Computers help teachers teach to the ends of the class spectrum, the faster and slower students.
The computer helps teachers with many day to day classroom administration duties.
  (Other)  ________________________________________________
( OVER )
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23. Computer use is important for English drill and practice in the 
secondary classroom.
strongly Strongly Not
Agree Disagree Applicable
5 4 3 2 1 0
24. Computer use is important for helping students catch up in English
strongly strongly Not
Agree Disagree Applicable
5 4 3 2 1 0
25. Computer use is important for providing enrichment activities for
better English student.
strongly strongly Not
Agree Disagree Applicable
5 4 3 2 1 0
26. Computer use is important for students' word processing needs.
strongly Strongly Not
Agree Disagree Applicable
5 4 3 2 1 0
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Dear Fellow Educator:
Your cooperation in completing this survey is essential to this research.
As the professional teacher in the classroom, you have the answers
needed. The survey will take about ten minutes to complete. Please return 
it using the envelope provided.
Computers are still such a young tool that there continue to be many 
questions concerning their areas of utilization in the field of 
education. The question chosen for this survey concerns the preparation 
of the public school teachers in the area of educational computing.
The central question looks at:
1. How is educational computing being put to use in the 
public school classrooms of Montana?
2. Are the education professors in Montana's colleges aware
of what is happening with educational computing in the
public school classroom?
3. Is there a consensus between the two groups regarding 
the educational use of computers?
An analysis will be done by comparing the responses.
This survey is addressed to teachers in the high school subject areas 
that typically make the most use of computers: Business, English, Math, 
and Science. The same survey is being sent to the education professors 
who teach methods courses in these four subject areas.
The question is important since its answer is needed to help in preparing 
the future teachers of Montana. It will also advance the understanding 
among teachers regarding the amount and type of computer use in Montana's 
high schools.
To be included as part of this study, your response needs to be received 
by Oct. 18, so please complete and return right away. The return envelope 
has a number code to keep track of returns. The envelope will be 
separated from the survey upon receipt to guarantee full confidentiality. 
The results of the research will be sent to you if you request it.
If you have any questions, please contact me. Thank you.
Dr. William E. Patton 
Dir. of Business Ed. 
University of Montana 
advisor
Larry Hyslop 
Microcomputer Services 
Western Montana College 
researcher 
683-7123
Dr. John Rogan 
Assoc. Professor 
Western Montana College 
advisor
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Dear Professor:
Your cooperation in completing this survey is essential to this research.
As the professional educators preparing Montana's teachers, you have the 
answers needed. The survey will take about ten minutes to complete. Please 
return it using the envelope provided.
Computers are still such a young tool that there continue to be many 
questions concerning their areas of utilization in the field of education. 
The question chosen for this survey concerns the preparation of the public 
school teachers in the area of educational computing.
The central question looks at:
1. How is educational computing being put to use in the
secondary public school classrooms of Montana?
2. Are the education professors in Montana's colleges aware 
of what is happening with educational computing in the 
public school classroom?
3. Is there a consensus between the public school teachers 
and the college professors regarding the educational use 
of computers?
An analysis will be done by comparing the responses.
This survey is addressed to the professors of Montana's education schools.
Specifically those who teach methods courses in these secondary areas: 
Business, English, Math, and Science. The same survey is being sent to the 
secondary teachers in Montana's high schools who teach in these four 
subject areas.
The question is important since its answer could be helpful in preparing 
the future teachers of Montana. It will also advance the understanding 
among teachers regarding the amount and type of computer use in Montana's 
high schools.
To be included as part of this study, your response needs to be received by 
Oct. 18, so please complete and return right away. The return envelope has 
a number code to keep track of returns. The envelope will be separated from 
the survey upon receipt to guarantee full confidentiality. The results of 
the research will be sent to you automatically, along with a blank copy of 
the teachers' survey.
If you have any questions, please contact me. Thank you:
Dr. William E. Patton Larry Hyslop Dr. John Rogan
Dir. of Business Ed. Microcomputer Services Assoc. Professor
University of Montana Western Montana College Western Montana College
advisor researcher advisor683-7123
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